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NEF GUID
DELINES: QUEESTION AND ANSWER
A
SESSSION
As importtant as the prresentation co
ontent and presentation
p
sskills are, onee of the mostt important crriteria
for an invvestor is theirr impression of the presen
nter. One of tthe most imp
portant ways an investor fforms
their imprression is durring the question and answ
wer session ffollowing the presentation
n. Therefore, it can
be critical that the pre
esenter treatss the Q&A se
ession with caare and is as prepared to field questio
ons as
t presentattion, itself.
they are in delivering the
o being unprrepared for th
he Q&A sessio
on are:
The risks of
 The presenter
p
straays from or faails to expand
d appropriateely from whaat was in the presentation
n. This
gives the appearance that the presentation
n was ‘script ed’ rather th
han presentin
ng the true n
nature
p
for the business.
b
and plans
 The presenter
p
doe
es not answer questions clearly.
c
This ccan leave thee impression tthat the pressenter
canno
ot express the
eir thoughts clearly,
c
makin
ng it appear tthat the busin
ness is in flux and lacking cclarity
of purrpose and dirrection.
 The presenter
p
is defensive
d
abo
out the naturre and potenntial of the b
business when
n answering ques‐
tions. This can cre
eate the imprression that the
t presenterr would rather defend their concept aas the
t
being op
pen to the po
otential to ‘p ivot’ or impro
ness in otherr ways
‘only way’ rather than
ove the busin
as nee
eded.
While
Sometime
es the bottom
m‐line appraisal that the NEF
N hears is that the pressenter is ‘un‐‐coachable’. W
this term is not specific enough to know what to
o do in respoonse, it falls in
n the ‘deadly’ category fro
om an
investor standpoint.
s
Th
hat is why it is so importan
nt to avoid fa lling into thiss classification
n.
Therefore
e, the NEF sugggests the following guidelines be usedd during the Q
Q&A session ffollowing an inves‐
tor presen
ntation:
1. Repeaat the question back to the person who asked it. Sometimes tthe person assking the queestion
does not have acccess to a micrrophone and the rest of tthe audience does not kno
ow what has been
d unless you use
u your mike
e to repeat th
he question. This also givees you the op
pportunity to think
asked
aboutt the answer and the quesstioner the opportunity too expand or eexplain the question furth
her. (A
variattion on this ap
pproach is to restate the question
q
in a way that sum
mmarizes whaat you though
ht the
questtioner was asking while claarifying it in a way that is easier for you to answer. But be careful not
to change the question, or it will appear that you donn’t have an aanswer to th
he actual queestion
d.)
asked
2. Avoid
d the tendenccy to answerr the questio
on you wisheed was asked
d. Further, avvoid providin
ng too
manyy details in yo
our answer. Answer
A
the qu
uestion that w
was asked firrst! Sometimees it is most effec‐
tive to
t answer wiith something as close to
o ‘yes’ or ‘noo’ as possible and then provide additional
detaills. Remember, just as with the presentation, itself,, it is not thee objective to
o provide all o
of the
answe
ers – the objective is to generate
g
inte
erest in orderr to have a m
more detailed
d follow‐on d
discus‐
sion. By providing a quick answ
wer first, this will
w raise the questioner’ss level of conffidence in you and
point can theen solidify this im‐
satisfaaction that they received an answer. The details bbeyond this p
pression. (If you keep your answer short, you can evven ask at th
he end, ‘Did this answerr your
his can be daangerous. Som
me questioneers like to assk questions that demonstrate
questtion?’, but th
their understandin
ng and enhan
nce their ow
wn appearancce rather than actually seeeking more infor‐
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mation. It is important to assess the goals of the questioner and not prolong a discussion with any‐
one not asking appropriate questions.)
3. Don’t talk about ‘product’ when questions are asked about the business. Too frequently, questions
are asked about value to potential customers – why they will want to pay – and the answer becomes
a further description of the functions and features of the product. Remember, the value of a product
is not obvious from functions and features – the answer needs to be about how the features will be
used by potential customers to, e.g., save effort, reduce costs, increase margins, enter new markets,
improve enjoyment, save lives, etc.
4. Don’t oversell. Presenters almost always have a vision for the product that exceeds what will be
seen from current plans. This can lead to answers that stray from what the audience will understand
and causes the audience to believe that you are talking about what ‘might be’ vs. what ‘will be’.
Even worse, the audience can believe there is little substance behind the plans – that the ‘product’
must be ‘sold’ rather than being able to stand on its own virtues. Stick with facts and the scope of
current plans and avoid saying things that depend upon them believing in your ‘word’ rather than
the facts.
5. If you don’t know the answer, it is OK to say “I don’t know.” It is even better to say “I don’t know
yet”, followed by the good business reasons why this is not yet known and the steps that will be fol‐
lowed to determine the answer to the question. It is better yet to say when you will know the
answer to the question following the steps described.
Following these guidelines will help ensure that the Q&A session after an investor presentation will en‐
hance how the audience’s and investors’ view of you and your start‐up.
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